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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ‘ D “ *~L:=orma:_c_e_«L_J,é“1flj

INVENTOR: IRA MARLOWE

TITLE: AJCIDIQLMULTIMEDIA DEVICE INTEGRATION SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation—in-part of US. Patent A/gpplicatioii Serial No.

10/732,909 filed December 10 2003 now US. Patent No. which is a continuati0n~in~
 

pit of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/316,961 filed December 11, 2002 new US. Patent
 

  
No.

 themWentire disclosures of which appiieatiens are both expressly

incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to ai+~auelie multimedia device integration system. More

specifically, the present invention relates to an~au-die multimedia device integration system for

integrating alter-market components such as satellite receivers, CD players, CD changers, MP3

digital media devices "‘ av. MP3 la ers MP4 players WMV ola ers, Apple iPod

devices and other similar devices}, Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB) receivers, auxiliary audio

sources, video devices {ext DVD pla ers) ceilular telephones and the—1i«leeother devices for use

with factory-instal1ed(OEM) or after-market car stereo and video systems.

La.) La.)
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RELATED ART

Automobile audio systems have continued to advance in complexity and the number of

options available to automobile purchasers. Early audio systems offered a simple AM and/or

FM tuner, and perhaps an analog tape deck for allowing cassettes, 8-tracks, and other types of

tapes to be played while driving. Such early systems were closed, in that external devices could

not be easily integrated therewith.

With advances in digital technology, CD players have been included with automobile

audio systems. Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMS) often produce car stereos having CD

players and/or changers for allowing CDs to be played while driving. However, such systems

ofien include proprietary buses and protocols that do not allow after-market audio systems, such

as satellite receivers (e.g., XM satellite tuners), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receivers, -MP-3

digital media players (8.2. Apple iPod MP3. MP4 WMV etc), CD changers, auxiliary input

sources, video devices (e.g., DVDMplayersficeliular telephones and the like, to be easily

integrated therewith. Thus, automobile purchasers are frequently forced to either entirely replace

the OEM audio system, or use same throughout the life of the vehicle or the duration of

ownership. Even if the OEM radio is replaced with an after—marl<et radio, the after-market radio

also frequently is not operable with an external device.

A particular problem with integrating after-market audio and video systems with existing

car stereos and video systems is that signals generated byboth systems are in

a~proprietary formats, and is—ge_not capable of being processed by the after-market system.

Additionally, signals generated by the alter-market system are also in a proprietary format that is
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not recognizable by the car stereo or video system. Thus, in order to integrate alter-market

systems with existing car stereesstereo and video systems, it is necessary to convert signals

between such systems.

It known in the art to provide one or more expansion modules for OEM and aiter—marl<et

car stereos for allowing external audio products to be integrated with the car stereo. However,

such expansion modules only operate with and allow integration of external audio products

manufactured by the same manufacturer as the OEM / after—market car stereo. For example, a

satellite receiver manufactured by PIONEER, Inc., cannot be integrated with an OEM car radio

manufactured by TOYOTA or an alter—marl<et car radio manufactured by CLARION, lnc. Thus,

existing expansion modules only serve the limited purpose of integrating equipment by the same

manufacturer as the car stereo. Thus, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that

allows any audio device of any manufacture to be integrated with any OEM or after-market radio

system. Further, radio~irequenev RF transmitters have been deveieped for aiiowirig music

from a device external to a car radio such as a portable C D pla er to be played throu h the car

radio using the FM receiver ofthe radio. However such systems are often prone to interference,

and do not provide hi h fidelity,

Moreover, it would be desirable to provide an integration system that not only achieves

integration of various audio and video devices that are alien to a given OEM or alter-market g

stereo or video system, but also allows for information to be exchanged between the after-market

device and the car stereo or video system. For example, it would be desirable to provide a

system wherein station, track, time, and song information can be retrieved from the afier—marl<et
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device, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo or video system for display thereby, such as

at an LCD panel of the car stereo or on one or more display panels ofa car video system. Such

information could be transmitted and displayed on both hardwired 5?’-&€l-l-8-Cal” stereo and video

systems (e.g., radios installed in dashboards or at other locations within the car), or integrated for

display on one or more software or graphically-driven radio systems operable with graphical

display panels. Additionally, it would be desirable to provide ai+-audie multimedia device

integration system that allows a user to control more than one device, such as a CD or satellite

receiver and one or more auxiliary sources, and to quickly and conveniently switch between

same using the existing controls of the car stereo: or video system.

Accordingly, the present invention addresses these needs by providing an--audie

multimedia device integration system that allows a plurality of afier~mar}<et audiedevices, such

as CD players, CD changers, digital media devices §e.g., MP3 players, MP4 players, Apple iPod,

Wl\/lV_p_lavers and other similar devices satellite receivers, DAB receivers, auxiliary input

sources, video devices (2.2. D‘\/D_players cellular telephones or agy combination thereof, to be

integrated into existing car stereos and video systems while allowing information to be displayed

on, and control to be provided from, the car stereo or video system.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system. One or

more after-market audio devices, such as a—CD players, CD changers, digital media devices ge. 9.,

MP3 players, MP4 pia ers, WMV players, Apple iPod devices, and other similar devices)

satellite receivers (pg, XM or Sirius ¥ii~F}%i=i”€C€i\I€1’S), digital audio broadcast (DAB) receiver, or

auxiliary input sources, can be connected to and operate with an existing stereo system in an

automobile, such as an OEM car stereo system or an afier—marl<et car stereo system installed in

the automobile. The integration system connects to and interacts with the car stereo at any

available port of the car stereo, such as a CD input port, a satellite input, or other known type of

connector. If the car stereo system is an aftermarket car stereo system, the present invention

generates a signal that is sent to the car stereo to keep same in an operational state and responsive

to external data and signals. Commands generated at the control panel are received by the

present invention and converted into a format recognizable by the afier—marl<et aud—ie—device.

The formatted commands are executed by the as-ei~ie~after~marl<ct device, and audio therefrom is

channeled to the car stereo. Information from the auéie~ai°ter—marl<et device is received by the

present invention, converted into a format recognizable by the car stereo, and forwarded to the

car stereo for display thereby. The formatted information could include information relating to a

CD or MP3 track being played, channel, song, and artist information fiom a satellite receiver or

DAB receiver, or video information from one or more external devices connected to the present

invention. The information can be presented as one or more menus, textual, or graphical

prompts for display on an LCD display of the radio, allowing interaction with the user at the

radio. A docking port ismmay be provided for allowing portable external audio devices to be

connected to the interface of the present invention.

~“C*f7:9r2:§E5é:__.F22¥:_£¥9!?g____________________________________________J
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In an embodiment of the present invention, a dual-input device is provided for integrating

both an external audio device and an auxiliary input with an OEM or atter-market car stereo.

The user can select between the external audio device and the auxiliary input using the controls

of the car stereo. The invention can automatically detect the type of device connected to the

auxiliary input, and integrate same with the car stereo.

In another embodiment of the present invention, an interface is provided for integrating a

plurality of auxiliary input sources with an existing car stereo system. A user can select between

the auxiliary sources using the control panel of the car stereo. One or more atter—marl<et audio

devices can be integrated with the auxiliary input sources, and a user can switch between the

audio device and the auxiliary input sources using the car stereo. Devices connected to the

auxiliary input sources are inter-operable with the car stereo, and are capable of exchanging

commands and data via the interface.

in another embodiment of the present invention an interface is provided for integrating an<

external device for use with a car stereo or video s stem wherein the interface is positioned

within the car stereo or video s stem. The s stem comprises a car stereo or video s stern‘ an

aftemnarltet device external to the car stereo or video s stem; an interface positioned within the

car stereo or video s stem and connected between the car stereo or video s stern and the after~

market device for exchanging data and audio or video signals between the car stereo or video

system and the aftermarket device‘ means for processing and dispatching commands for

controilin the attenmarket device from the car stereo or video s stem in a format compatible

 ' Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5", Space 
Before: 5 pt, After: 5 pt, Don't adjust space
between Latin and Asian text, Don't adjust
space between Asian text and numbers
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with the aftervrnarket device; and means for processing and dispia ing data from the after—rnarl<:et

device on a display of the car stereo or video svstern in a format compatible with the car stereo or

video system. The alter—rnarl<;et device could cornprise one or more of a CD chanver CD pla er

satellite receiver e. . XM or Sirius) digital media device {en . MP3L_l\4P4 WMV or Apple

iPod deviceLvideo device (eg.. DVD pla ei;1,_celiular telephone, or any combination thereof.

in another ernhodiment of the present invention an interface is provided for integrating a cellular it in

telephone for use with a car stereo or video 3 stem. The system comprises a car stereo or video

s stem; a cellular telephone externai to the car stereo or video svstern‘ an interface connected

between the car stereo or video s stern and the celiular teigephone for exchanging data and audio

or video signals between the car stereo or video s stem and the cellular telephone‘ means for

processing and dispatching commands for controlling the ceilnlar telephone from the car stereo

or video svstern in a format compatible with the cellular telephone’ and means fofiocessing and

di.s_playir_1j data from the cellular teiephone on a displa of the car stereo or video s stem in a

format cornpatihie with the car stereo or video s stem.

4

In another ernbodiment of the present invention an interface is govided for integragggan
external video s stem for use with a car video sygtem. The s stem comprises a car video system;
an after~marl<et video device external to the car video svstern‘ an interface connected between the

car video svstem and the after~rnarl-tet video device for exchanging data, audio, and video signals

between the car video system and the aftemnarket video device; means for processing and
dispatchgtg cornrnarids for controilin the aftemnarket video device from the car video s stern in

a format co_r;1_patible with the aftenrnarket video device; and means for processin and displagrg
data from the after~rnarl<et video device on a dispja of the car video svstern in a forrnat

compatible with the car video system.

The present invention also provides an interface for integgatin a plaralit of aftenrnarltet

devices for use with a car stereo or video s stem tisinv a single interface. In one embodirnent
the s stern comprises an interface in eiectrical coinrnunieation with a car stereo or video svstem

 ‘ Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5", Space

  

 
Before: 5 pt, After: 5 pt, Don't adjust space
between Latin and Asian text, Don‘t adjust
space between Asian text and numbers

' Forndafltituedidustified, Indeht: First line: 0.5", ‘-
Line spacing: Double
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and an aftervrnarket device;_apluraLt_v of configuration iuinpers in the interface fp_r_s_peeif ing_a
first device type correspondinv to the car stereo or video s stern and a second device type

corresponding to the afteruinarltet device‘ and a oluralit ojprotocol conversion software blocks
stored in rnernorv in the interface for converting signals from the after~rnarl<et device into a first

format corgpatihle with the car stereo or video s stern and for convertin r si nals from the car
stereo or video system into a second format compatible with the after—marl<et device wherein at
least one of the protocol conversion software blocks are selected h the interface nsin I settin s

ofthe plnralit of configgration ium ers. In another einbodiinent, the system comprises an
interface in electrical comrnunication with a car stereo or video s stem and an after~rnarl<:et

device‘ first and second wirin harnesses attached to the interface, wherein the first wiring

harness includes a first electrical eonti uration corresponding to the car stereo or video s stern
and the second wiring harness includes a second electrical confi uration correspondgg to the

aftemnarltet device‘ and a pjuralitv ofnrotocol conversion software blocks stored in mernorv in
the interface for converting signals from the €tfl£€1‘~H1aI‘l<€€ device into a first format coijnpatiblc
with the car stereo or video s stern and for eonvertine si Inals from the car stereo or video s stern

into a second format cornnatihle with the after—n1arket device wherein at least one of the

protocol conversion software blocks are selected 19 the interface using the first and second
electrical configurations of the first and second wiring harnesses. A ]glurality_of wiring harnesses

can he erovided for integrating a nluralit of devices.

M The present invention also Qrovides a method for integratin an after~rnarl<et ~v t ~ troirmatted: JustifH'I“riljie_rit:—Fii;tlfr:~«a:_3'7_—'Tdevice for use with a car stereo or video s stern comni'isi_n;; the ste s of interconnecting the car lune Spacmg‘ D°”b'e
stereo or video s stern and the after~rnarl<et device with an interface determinin a first device

type corresponding to the car stereo or video svstern and a second device tgae corresponding to

the afier«marl<et device‘ loadinga protocol conversion software block from rnernor in the
interface g§_i;1g the first and second device types‘ converting si nals from the after~rnarket device

into a first forrnat cogpatihle with the car stereo or video svstern nsin the grotocol conversion
software block‘ and converting si nals from the car stereo or video svstem into a second format

compatible with the aftemnarket device using the protocol conversion software block.

~tittl_F3rna§§ss1LE9tE:__'!9t§99_______,_ J
A

40
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other important objects and features of the invention will be apparent from the

following Detailed Description of the Invention, taken in connection with the accompanying

drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the aeéiednultimedia device integration system of the

present invention.

FIG. 2a is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the an-iéiewinultimedia

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a CD player is integrated with a car

radio.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the aeiéiermultimedia

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a MP3 player is integrated with a car

radio.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the aud-ioanultiinedia

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a satellite or DAB receiver is

integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2d is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the a=ciéie~rnultimedia

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a plurality of auxiliary input sources

are integrated with a car radio.

41
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FIG. 2e is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the aueliommultimedia

device integration system of the present invention, wherein a CD player and a plurality of

auxiliary input sources are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 21' is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein a satellite or DAB receiver and a plurality of auxiliary input source are integrated with a

car radio.

FIG. 2g is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein a MP3 player and a plurality of auxiliary input sources are integrated with a car radio.

FIG. 2h is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein a plurality of auxiliary interfaces and an audio device are integrated with a car stereo.

FIG. 3a is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present invention for

integrating a CD player or an auxiliary input source with a car radio.

FIG. 3b is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present invention for

integrating both a CD player and an auxiliary input source with a car radio, wherein the CD

player and the auxiliary input are switchable by a user.
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FIG. 3c is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present invention for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 3d is a circuit diagram showing a device according to the present invention for

integrating a satellite or DAB receiver with a car radio.

FIG. 4a is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a CD player with a car radio.

FIG. 4b is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a MP3 player with a car radio.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a satellite receiver with a car radio.

FIG. 4d is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 4e is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a CD player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car radio.

FIG. 4f is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a satellite or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car radio.
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FIG. 4g is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating a MP3 player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car stereo.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

allowing a user to switch between an afier—market audio device and one or more auxiliary input

SOUICCS.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

determining and handling various device types connected to the auxiliary input ports of the

invention.

FIG. 7a is a perspective view of a docking station according to the present invention for

retaining an audio device within a car.

FIG. 7b is an end view of the docking station of FIG. 7a.

FIGS. 8a-8b are perspective views of another embodiment of the docking station of the

present invention, which includes the  multimedia device integration

system of the present invention incorporated therewith.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the docking station of FIGS. 8a-

8b.
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FIG. 10 is a biock diagram showing an aiternate embodiment of the multimedia device

integration system of theyresent invention wherein the interface is incorporated within a ear

stereo or car video system.

FIG. II is a diagram showing an aiternate embodiment of the multimedia device

integration s stem of the present invention for integrating a eeiiuiar i€_i§pi}OI1€ for use with a car

stereo or video system

F 1G. 12 is a diagram showin an aiternate embodiment of the multimedia device

integration s stern of the mesent invention for integrating an &fi€1‘~IT1a1‘i(Ci video device for use

with a car video system.

FIG. 133 is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the rnuitirnedia device

integration s stem of the nresent invention wherein configuration iumners andjrotocoi

conversion software blocks are provided for integrating 8f[01”~II12li‘i{Ct devices of various types

using a single interface.

FIG. 13$) is a hiock dia ram showig an aiternate embodiment of the multimedia device

integration s stem of the present invention wherein wiring harnesses and Qrotocoi conversion

software hiocks are provided for integratmg aftenmarket devices of various macs using a sin tie

interface.
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FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the multimedia device inte_gi"ation

svstern of thdpresent invention for integrating aftenniarltet devices of various tvnes using a

single interface.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing proeessint lovic of the multimedia device inte ration

svstem of the pgesent invention for allowing a user to soecify one or more aftentnarket device

tyges for integration using a single interface.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the mttltiinedia device integiration

svstern of the present invention for allowiggg a user to quickl navi vate througlla list ofsongs on

one or more after~ma1‘l<et devices using the controls ofa car stereo or video s stem.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a multimedia device integration system. One or

more after-market a=a:die—devices, such as a CD player, CD changer, digital media player §'e.<>.,

MP3 player, MP4 player, WMV player Apple iPod or other si1nila_i:_p_ia er), satellite receiver,

digital audio broadcast (DAB) receiver, video device Le. I. D\/~Q_player}, cellular telephone or

the like, can be integrated with an existing car radio or car video device, such as an OEM_gr

after~marl<et car stereo or video system . Control of the aetelie~after—

market device is enabled using the car rad-iestereo or car video system, and information from the

a~&eiie—after—marl<ct device, such as channel, artist, track, time, andrsong and other information
 

information, is retrieved form the audio» after~market device, processed, and forwarded to the car

raeliestereo or car video system for display thereon. The information channeled to the car radio

stereo or video system can include video from the external device, as well as graphical and

menu-based information. A user can review and interact with information via the car stereo.

Commands from the car radie~stereo or video system are received, processed by the present

invention into a format recognizable by the aud-is-afterdnarket device device, and transmitted

thereto for execution. One or more auxiliary input channels can be integrated by the present

invention with the car raeliestcreo or video system. The user can switch between one or more

a=adio~after~marl<et devices and one or more auxiliary input channels using the control panel

buttons of the car radiestereo or video system.

As used herein the term “inte ration” or “inte rated” is intended to mean connectin one7

or more external devices or inputs to an existing car rad-iemermstereo or video system via an

interface, processing and handling signa1s——and, audio. and/or video ehan-riel—sinformatio1i,
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allowing a user to control the devices via the car stereo or video system, and displaying data

from the devices on the r-aeliecar stereo or video system. Thus, for example, integration of a CD

player with a car stereo system allows for the CD player to be remotely controlled via the control

panel of the stereo system, and data from the CD player to be sent to the display of the stereo.

Of course, control of audio/—after~1narl<et devices can be provided at locations other than the

control panel of the radie—car stereo or video system without departing fiom the spirit or scope of

the present invention. Further, as used herein, the term “inter-operable” is intended to mean

allowing the external audio or video device to receive and process commands that have been

formatted by the interface of the present invention, as well as allowing a car stereo or video

% to display information that is generated by the external audio or video device and

processed by the present invention. Additionally, by the term “inter-operable,” it is meant

allowing a device that is alien to the environment of an existing OEM or afier—marl<et car stereo

or video system to be utilized thereby.

Also, as used herein, the terms “car stereo” and “car radio” are used interchangeably and

are intended to include all presently existing car stereos and radios, such as physical devices that

are present at any location within a vehicle, in addition to software and/or graphically- or

display~driven receivers. An example of such a receiver is a soltware-driven receiver that

operates on a universal LCD panel within a vehicle and is operable by a user via a graphical user

interface displayed on the universal LCD panel. Further, any future receiver, whether a

hardwired or a software/graphical receiver operable on one or more displays, is considered

within the definition of the terms “car stereo” and “car radio,” as used herein, and is within the

spirit and scope of the present invention. Moreover the term “car” is not limited to an specific
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type of automobile but rather, includes all automobiles. Additionall , b the term “after~

market.” it is mean: any device not installed by a manufacturer at the time of sale of the car.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the a~u€lie«muitirnedia device integration (or interface)

system of the present invention, generally indicated at 20. A plurality of devices and auxiliary

inputs can be connected to the interface 20, and integrated with an OEM or afier—marl<et car

radio 10. A CD player or changer 15 can be integrated with the radio 10 via interface 20. A

satellite radio or DAB receiver 25, such as an XM or Sirius radio satellite receiver or DAB

receiver known in the art, could be integrated with the radio 10, via the interface 20. Further, an

MP3 player_§Q could also be integrated with the radio 10 Via interface 20. The MP3 Qiayer 30

could be an known digital media device such as an_App_lc iPod or any other di vital media

_<;le_vi_@ Moreover, a plurality of auxiliary input sources, illustratively indicated as auxiliary input

sources 35 (comprising input sources 1 through n, n being any number), could also be integrated

with the car radio 10 via interface 20. Optionally, a control head 12, such as that commonly used

with afier-market CD changers and other similar devices, could be integrated with the car radio

10 via interface 20, for controlling any of the car radio 10, CD player/changer 15, satellite/DAB

receiver 25, MP3 player 30, and auxiliary input sources 35. Thus, as can be readily appreciated,

the interface 20 of the present invention allows for the integration of a multitude of devices and

inputs with an OEM or after-market car radio or stereo.

FIG. 2a is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the audieymultimedia device

interface system of the present invention, wherein a CD player/changer 15 is integrated with an

OEM or after—marl<et car radio 10. The CD player 15 is electrically connected with the interface
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20, and exchanges data and audio signals therewith. The interface 20 is electrically connected

with the car radio 10, and exchanges data and audio signals therewith. In a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, the car radio 10 includes a display 13 (such as an

alphanumeric, electroluminescent display) for displaying information, and a plurality of control

panel buttons 14 that normally operate to control the radio 10. The interface 20 allows the CD

player 15 to be controlled by the control buttons 14 of the radio 10. Further, the interface 20

allows information from the CD player 15, such as track, disc, time, and song information, to be

retrieved therefrom, processed and formatted by the interface 20, sent to the display 13 of the

radio 10.

lmportantly, the interface 20 allows for the remote control of the CD player 15 from the

radio 10 (e.g., the CD player 15 could be located in the trunk of a car, while the radio 10 is

mounted on the dashboard of the car). Thus, for example, one or more discs stored within the

CD player 15 can be remotely selected by a user from the radio 10, and tracks on one or more of

the discs can be selected therefrom. Moreover, standard CD operational commands, such as

pause, play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track forward, and track reverse (among other

commands) can be remotely entered at the control panel buttons 14 of the radio 10 for remotely

controlling the CD player 15.

FIG. 2b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein an MP3 player 30 is integrated with an OEM or after—marl<et car radio 10 via interface

20. As mentioned earlier, the interface 20 of the present invention allows for a plurality of

disparate audio devices to be integrated with an existing car radio for use therewith. Thus, as
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shown in FIG. 2b, remote control of the MP3 player 30 via radio 10 is provided for via interface

20. The MP3 player 30 is electronically interconnected with the interface 20, which itself is

electrically interconnected with the car radio 10. The interface 20 allows data and audio signals

to be exchanged between the MP3 player 30 and the car radio 10, and processes and formats

signals accordingly so that instructions and data from the radio 10 are processable by the MP3

player 30, and vice versa. Operational commands, such as track selection, pause, play, stop, fast

forward, rewind, and other commands, are entered via the control panel buttons 14 of car radio

10, processed by the interface 20, and formatted for execution by the MP3 player 30. Data from

the MP3 player, such as track, time, and song information, is received by the interface 20,

processed thereby, and sent to the radio 10 for display on display 13. Audio from the MP3

player 30 is selectively forwarded by the interface 20 to the radio 10 for playing.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein a satellite receiver or DAB receiver 25 is integrated with an OEM or after-market car

radio 10 via the interface 20. Satellite/DAB receiver 25 can be any satellite radio receiver

known in the art, such as XM or Sirius, or any DAB receiver known in the art. The

satellite/DAB receiver 25 is electrically interconnected with the interface 20, which itself is

electrically interconnected with the car radio 10. The satellite/DAB receiver 25 is remotely

operable by the control panel buttons 14 of the radio 10. Commands from the radio 10 are

received by the interface 20, processed and formatted thereby, and dispatched to the

satellite/DAB receiver 25 for execution thereby. Information from the satellite/DAB receiver 25,

including time, station, and song information, is received by the interface 20, processed, and
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transmitted to the radio 10 for display on display 13. Further, audio from the satellite/DAB

receiver 25 is selectively forwarded by the interface 20 for playing by the radio 10.

FIG. 2d is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are integrated with an OEM or after-market car

radio 10. The auxiliary inputs 35 can be connected to analog sources, or can be digitally coupled

with one or more audio devices, such as after-market CD players, CD changers, MP3 players,

satellite receivers, DAB receivers, and the like, and integrated with an existing car stereo.

Preferably, four auxiliary input sources are connectable with the interface 20, but any number of

auxiliary input sources could be included. Audio from the auxiliary input sources 35 is

selectively forwarded to the radio 10 under command of the user. As will be discussed herein in

greater detail, a user can select a desired input source from the auxiliary input sources 35 by

depressing one or more of the control panel buttons 14 of the radio 10. The interface 20 receives

the command initiated from the control panel, processes same, and connects the corresponding

input source from the auxiliary input sources 35 to allow audio therefrom to be forwarded to the

radio 10 for playing. Further, the interface 20 determines the type of audio devices connected to

the auxiliary input ports 35, and integrates same with the car stereo 10.

As mentioned previously, the present invention allows one or more external audio

devices to be integrated with an existing OEM or after-market car stereo, along with one or more

auxiliary input sources, and the user can select between these sources using the controls of the

car stereo. Such “dual input” capability allows operation with devices connected to either of the

inputs of the device, or both. lmportantly, the device can operate in “plug and play” mode,
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wherein any device connected to one of the inputs is automatically detected by the present

invention, its device type determined, and the device automatically integrated with an existing

OEM or after-market car stereo. Thus, the present invention is not dependent any specific device

type to be connected therewith to operate. For example, a user can first purchase a CD changer,

plug same into a dual interface, and use same with the car stereo. At a point later in time, the

user could purchase an XM tuner, plug same into the device, and the tuner will automatically be

detected and integrated with the car stereo, allowing the user to select from and operate both

devices from the car stereo. It should be noted that such plug and play capability is not limited to

a dual input device, but is provided for in every embodiment of the present invention. The dual-

input configuration of the preset invention is illustrated in FIGS. 2e-2h and described below.

FIG. 2c is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein an external CD player/changer 15 and one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are

integrated with an OEM or after—marl<et car stereo 10. Both the CD player 15 and one or more of

the auxiliary input sources 35 are electrically interconnected with the interface 20, which, in turn,

is electrically interconnected to the radio 10. Using the controls 14 of the radio 10, a user can

select between the CD player 15 and one or more of the inputs 35 to selectively channel audio

from these sources to the radio. The command to select fiom one of these sources is received by

the interface 20, processed thereby, and the corresponding source is channeled to the radio 10 by

the interface 20. As will be discussed later in greater detail, the interface 20 contains internal

processing logic for selecting between these sources.
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FIG. 2f is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the present invention, wherein

a satellite receiver or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary input sources are integrated by the

interface 20 with an OEM or after-market car radio 10. Similar to the embodiment of the present

invention illustrated in FIG. 2e and described earlier, the interface 20 allows a user to select

between the satellite/DAB receiver 25 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 using

the controls 14 of the radio 10. The interface 20 contains processing logic, described in greater

detail below, for allowing switching between the satellite/DAB receiver 25 and one or more of

the auxiliary input sources 35.

FIG. 2g is a block diagram of an alternate embodiment of the present invention, wherein

a MP3 player 30 and one or more auxiliary input sources 35 are integrated by the interface 20

with an OEM or after-market car radio 10. Similar to the embodiments of the present invention

illustrated in FIGS. 2e and 2f and described earlier, the interface 20 allows a user to select

between the MP3 player 30 and one or more of the auxiliary input sources 35 using the controls

14 of the radio 10. The interface 20 contains processing logic, as will be discussed later in

greater detail, for allowing switching between the MP3 player 30 and one or more of the

auxiliary input sources 35.

FIG. 2h is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

wherein a plurality of auxiliary interfaces 40 and 44 and an audio device 17 are integrated with

an OEM or after-market car stereo 10. lmportantly, the present invention can be expanded to

allow a plurality of auxiliary inputs to be connected to the car stereo 10 in a tree—lil<e fashion.

Thus, as can be seen in FIG. 2h, a first auxiliary interface 40 is connected to the interface 20,
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and allows data and audio from the ports 42 to be exchanged with the car radio 10. Connected to

one of the ports 42 is another auxiliary interface 44, which, in turn, provides a plurality of input

ports 46. Any device connected to any of the ports 42 or 46 can be integrated with the car radio

10. Further, any device connected to the ports 42 or 46 can be inter-operable with the car radio

10, allowing commands to be entered from the car radio 10 (e.g., such as via the control panel

14) for commanding the device, and information fiom the device to be displayed by the car radio

10. Conceivably, by configuring the interfaces 40, 44, and successive interfaces in a tree

configuration, any number ofdevices can be integrated using the present invention.

The various embodiments of the present invention described above and shown in FIGS. 1

through 2h are illustrative in nature and are not intended to limit the spirit or scope of the present

invention. Indeed, any conceivable audio device or input source, in any desired combination,

can be integrated by the present invention into existing car stereo systems. Further, it is

conceivable that not only can data and audio signals be exchanged between the car stereo and

any external device, but also video information that can be captured by the present invention,

processed thereby, and transmitted to the car stereo for display thereby and interaction with a

user thereat.

Various circuit configurations can be employed to carry out the present invention.

Examples of such configurations are described below and shown in FIGS. 3a-3d.

FIG. 3a is an illustrative circuit diagram according to the present invention for

integrating a CD player or an auxiliary input source with an existing car stereo system. A
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plurality of ports J1C1, J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH are provided for allowing connection of the

interface system of the present invention between an existing car radio, an after-market CD

player or changer, or an auxiliary input source. Each of these ports could be embodied by any

suitable electrical connector known in the art. Port J1C1 connects to the input port of an OEM

car radio, such as that manufactured by TOYOTA, lnc. Conceivably, port J1C1 could be

modified to allow connection to the input port of an after—marl<et car radio. Ports J2A1, X2,

RCH, and LCH connect to an after—marl<et CD changer, such as that manufactured by

PANASONIC, Inc., or to an auxiliary input source.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1C1, J2A1,

and X2, and provides functionality for integrating the CD player or auxiliary input source

connected to the ports J2A1, X2, RCH, and LCH. For example, microcontroller U1 receives

control commands, such as button or key sequences, initiated by a user at control panel of the car

radio and received at the connector J1C1, processes and formats same, and dispatches the

formatted commands to the CD player or auxiliary input source via connector J2A1.

Additionally, the microcontroller U1 receives information provided by the CD player or

auxiliary input source via connector J2A1, processes and formats same, and transmits the

formatted data to the car stereo via connector J1C1 for display on the display of the car stereo.

Audio signals provided at the ports J2A1, X2, RCH and LCH is selectively channeled to the car

radio at port J1C1 under control of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will be

discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller U1.
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In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1 comprises the

l6F628 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The l6F628 chip is a CMOS,

flash—based, 8-bit microcontroller having an internal, 4 MHZ internal oscillator, 128 bytes of

EEPROM data memory, a capture/compare/PWM, a USART, 2 comparators, and a

programmable voltage reference. Of course, any suitable microcontroller known in the art can

be substituted for microcontroller U1 without departing from the spirit or scope of the present

invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R13, diodes D1 through

D4, capacitors C1 and C2, and oscillator Y1, among other components, are provided for

interfacing the microcontroller U1 with the hardware connected to the connectors J1C1, J2A1,

X2, RCH, and LCH. These components, as will be readily appreciated to one of ordinary skill

in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of microcontrollers, and the

numbers and types of discrete components can be varied to accommodate other similar

controllers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3a and described herein is illustrative in nature, and

modifications thereofare considered to be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3b is a diagram showing an illustrative circuit configuration according to the

present invention, wherein one or more after—marl<et CD changers / players and an auxiliary

input source are integrated with an existing car stereo, and wherein the user can select between

the CD changer/player and the auxiliary input using the controls of the car stereo. A plurality of

connectors are provided, illustratively indicated as ports J4A, J4B, J3, J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2.

Ports J4A, J4B, and J3 allow the audio device interface system of the present invention to be
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connected to one or more existing car stereos, such as an OEM car stereo or an after—marl<et car

stereo. Each of these ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector known in the

art. For example, ports J4A and J4B can be connected to an OEM car stereo manufactured by

BMW, Inc. Port J3 can be connected to a car stereo manufactured by LANDROVER, lnc. Of

course, any number of car stereos, by any manufacturer, could be provided. Ports J1 and J2

allow connection to an after-market CD changer or player, such as that manufactured by

ALPINE, lnc., and an auxiliary input source. Optionally, ports J5L1 and J5R1 allow integration

of a standard analog (line—level) source. Of course, a single standalone CD player or auxiliary

input source could be connected to either ofports J1 or J2.

Microcontroller DD1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J4A, J4B, J3,

J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2, and provides functionality for integrating the CD player and auxiliary

input source connected to the ports J1 and J2 with the car stereo connected to the ports J4A and

J4B or J3. For example, microcontroller DD1 receives control commands, such as button or key

sequences, initiated by a user at control panel of the car radio and received at the connectors J4A

and J4B or J3, processes and formats same, and dispatches the formatted commands to the CD

player and auxiliary input source via connectors J1 or J2. Additionally, the microcontroller DD1

receives information provided by the CD player and auxiliary input source via connectors J1 or

J2, processes and formats same, and transmits the formatted data to the car stereo via connectors

J4A and J4B or J3 for display on the display of the car stereo. Further, the microcontroller DD1

controls multiplexer DA3 to allow selection between the CD player/changer and the auxiliary

input. Audio signals provided at the ports J1, J2, J5L1 and JSR1 is selectively channeled to the
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car radio at ports J4A and J4B or J3 under control of one or more user commands and

processing logic, as will be discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller DD1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller DD1 comprises

the l6F872 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The l6F872 chip is a CMOS,

flash-based, 8-bit microcontroller having 64 bytes of EEPROM data memory, self-programming

capability, an ICD, 5 channels of IO bit Analog—to-Digital (A/D) converters, 2 timers,

capture/compare/PWM functions, a USART, and a synchronous serial port configurable as either

a 3—wire serial peripheral interface or a 2-wire inter-integrated circuit bus. Of course, any

suitable microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for microcontroller DD1 without

departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention. Additionally, in a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, the multiplexer DA3 comprises the CD4053 triple, two-

channel analog multiplexer/demultiplexer manufactured by FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR,

Inc. Any other suitable multiplexer can be substituted for DA3 without departing from the spirit

or scope of the present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R18, diodes D1 through

D3, capacitors C1—C11, and G1-G3, transistors Q1-Q3, transformers T1 and T2, amplifiers

LCH:A and LCH:B, oscillator XTAL1, among other components, are provided for interfacing

the microcontroller DD1 and the multiplexer DA3 with the hardware connected to the connectors

J4A, J4B, J3, J5L1, J5R1, J1, and J2. These components, as will be readily appreciated to one

of ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of

microcontrollers and multiplexers, and the numbers and types of discrete components can be
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varied to accommodate other similar controllers and multiplexers. Thus, the circuit shown in

FIG. 3b and described herein is illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to

be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3c is a diagram showing an illustrative circuit configuration for integrating a

plurality of auxiliary inputs using the controls of the car stereo. A plurality of connectors are

provided, illustratively indicated as ports J1, RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3,

RCH4, and LCH4. Port J1 allows the  inultii11cdia device integration

system of the present invention to be connected to one or more existing car stereos. Each of

these ports could be embodied by any suitable electrical connector known in the art. For

example, port J1 could be connected to an OEM car stereo manufactured by HONDA, Inc., or

any other manufacturer. Ports RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and

LCH4 allow connection with the left and right channels of four auxiliary input sources. Of

course, any number of auxiliary input sources and ports/connectors could be provided.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1, RCH1,

LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4, and provides functionality for

integrating one or more auxiliary input sources connected to the ports RCH1, LCH1, RCH2,

LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4 with the car stereo connected to the port J1. Further,

the microcontroller U1 controls multiplexers DA3 and DA4 to allow selection amongst any of

the auxiliary inputs using the controls of the car stereo. Audio signals provided at the ports

RCH1, LCH1, RCH2, LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4 are selectively channeled to

the car radio at port J1 under control of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will
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be discussed in greater detail, embedded within microcontroller U1. In a preferred embodiment

of the present invention, the microcontroller U1 comprises the 16F872 microcontroller discussed

earlier. Additionally, in a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the multiplexers DA3

and DA4 comprises the CD4053 triple, two-channel analog multiplexer/demultiplexer, discussed

earlier. Any other suitable microcontroller and multiplexers can be substituted for U1, DA3, and

DA4 without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention.

A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R15, diodes D1 through

D3, capacitors C1-C5, transistors Q1-Q2, amplifiers DA1:A and DA1:B, and oscillator Y1,

among other components, are provided for interfacing the microcontroller U1 and the

multiplexers DA3 and DA4 with the hardware connected to the ports J1, RCH1, LCH1, RCH2,

LCH2, RCH3, LCH3, RCH4, and LCH4. These components, as will be readily appreciated to

one of ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate a variety of

microcontrollers and multiplexers, and the numbers and types of discrete components can be

varied to accommodate other similar controllers and multiplexers. Thus, the circuit shown in

FIG. 3c and described herein is illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to

be within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

FIG. 3d is an illustrative circuit diagram according to the present invention for

integrating a satellite receiver with an existing OEM or after-market car stereo system. Ports J1

and J2 are provided for allowing connection of the integration system of the present invention

between an existing car radio and a satellite receiver. These ports could be embodied by any

suitable electrical connector known in the art. Port J2 connects to the input port of an existing
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car radio, such as that manufactured by KENWOOD, Inc. Port 1 connects to an after—marl<et

satellite receiver, such as that manufactured by PIONEER, Inc.

Microcontroller U1 is in electrical communication with each of the ports J1 and J2, and

provides functionality for integrating the satellite receiver connected to the port J1 with the car

stereo connected to the port J2. For example, microcontroller U1 receives control commands,

such as button or key sequences, initiated by a user at control panel of the car radio and received

at the connector J2, processes and formats same, and dispatches the formatted commands to the

satellite receiver via connector J2. Additionally, the microcontroller U1 receives information

provided by the satellite receiver via connector J1, processes and formats same, and transmits the

formatted data to the car stereo via connector J2 for display on the display of the car stereo.

Audio signals provided at the port J1 is selectively channeled to the car radio at port J2 under

control of one or more user commands and processing logic, as will be discussed in greater

detail, embedded within microcontroller U1.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the microcontroller U1 comprises the

l6F873 microcontroller manufactured by MICROCHIP, Inc. The l6F873 chip is a CMOS,

flash—based, 8-bit microcontroller having 128 bytes of EEPROM data memory, self-

programming capability, an ICD, 5 channels of 10 bit Analog—to—Digital (A/D) converters, 2

timers, 2 capture/compare/PWM functions, a synchronous serial port that can be configured as a

either a 3—wire serial peripheral interface or a 2-wire inter-integrated circuit bus, and a USART.

Of course, any suitable microcontroller known in the art can be substituted for microcontroller

U1 Without departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention.
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A plurality of discrete components, such as resistors R1 through R7, capacitors C1 and

C2, and amplifier A1, among other components, are provided for interfacing the microcontroller

U1 with the hardware connected to the connectors J1 and J2. These components, as will be

readily appreciated to one of ordinary skill in the art, can be arranged as desired to accommodate

a variety of microcontrollers, and the numbers and types of discrete components can be varied to

accommodate other similar controllers. Thus, the circuit shown in FIG. 3d and described herein

is illustrative in nature, and modifications thereof are considered to be within the spirit and scope

of the present invention.

FIGS. 4a through 6 are flowcharts showing processing logic according to the present

invention. Such logic can be embodied as software and/or instructions stored in a read—only

memory circuit (e.g., and EEPROM circuit), or other similar device. In a preferred embodiment

of the present invention, the processing logic described herein is stored in one or more

microcontrollers, such as the microcontrollers discussed earlier with reference to FIGS. 3a-3d.

Of course, any other suitable means for storing the processing logic of the present invention can

be employed.

FIG. 4a is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 100, for

integrating a CD player or changer with an existing OEM or after-market car stereo system.

Beginning in step 100, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered

on. If a negative determination is made, step 104 is invoked, wherein the present invention

enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination
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is made, step 106 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car

stereo is in CD player mode. If a negative determination is made, step 106 is re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 106, a CD handling process, indicated as block

108, is invoked, allowing the CD player/changer to exchange data and audio signals with any

existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 110, a signal is generated by the present invention

indicating that a CD player/changer is present, and the signal is continuously transmitted to the

car stereo. Importantly, this signal prevents the car stereo from shutting off, entering a sleep

mode, or otherwise being unresponsive to signals and/or data from an external source. If the car

radio is an OEM car radio, the CD player presence signal need not be generated. Further the
 

signal need not be limited to a CD player device presence sigpal but rather, could be any type of

device resence si nal (2.2, MP3 player devicgpresence sgnal satellite receiver presence

sigpal video devieqpgesence si nal cellular telenhoneyresencepignal or an other t ne of

device presence signalg. Concurrently with step 110, or within a short period of time before or

alter the execution of step 110, steps 112 and 114 are invoked. In step 112, the audio channels of

the CD player/changer are connected (channeled) to the car stereo system, allowing audio from

the CD player/changer to be played through the car stereo. In step 114, data is retrieved by the

present invention from the CD player/changer, including track and time information, formatted,

and transmitted to the car stereo for display by the car stereo. Thus, information produced by the

external CD player/changer can be quickly and conveniently viewed by a driver by merely

viewing the display of the car stereo. Afier steps 110, 112, and 114 have been executed, control

passes to step 116.
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In steps 116, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the car stereo for

CD operational commands. Examples of such commands include track forward, track reverse,

play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track program, random track play, and other similar commands.

In step 118, if a command is not detected, step 116 is re—invoked. Otherwise, if a command is

received, step 118 invokes step 120, wherein the received command is converted into a format

recognizable by the CD player/changer connected to the present invention. For example, in this

step, a command issued from a GM car radio is converted into a format recognizable by a CD

player/changer manufactured by ALPINE, Inc. Any conceivable command fiom any type of car

radio can be formatted for use by a CD player/changer of any type or manufacture. Once the

command has been formatted, step 122 is invoked, wherein the formatted command is

transmitted to the CD player/changer and executed. Step 110 is then re—invoked, so that

additional processing can occur.

FIG. 4b is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 130, for

integrating an MP3 player with an existing car stereo system. Exagles of MP3 players that can

be integrated by the present invention inciude, but are not limited to thc_}_\pple iPod and other

types of digital media devices. Beginning in step 132, a determination is made as to whether the

existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 134 is invoked,

wherein the present invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered

on. If a positive determination is made, step 136 is invoked, wherein a second determination is

made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a negative determination is made,

step 136 is re-invoked.
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If a positive determination is made in step 136, an MP3 handling process, indicated as

block 138, is invoked, allowing the MP3 player to exchange data and audio signals with any

existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 140, the CD player presence signal, described

earlier, is generated by the present invention and continuously transmitted to the car stereo.

The signal need not be limited to a CD p_la er device presence si nal but rather could be arty

type of device flesence si nalwfie. 2. MP3~pla er device _pI‘€S€l‘:C€ si nal satellite receiver

presence signal, video device presence si nal,_cellular telephone presence signal or &1jg}L0th€1‘

type of device presence signal}. If the car radio is an OEM car radio, the CD player presence

signal need not be generated. In step 142, the audio channels of the MP3 player are connected

(channeled) to the car stereo system, allowing audio from the MP3 player to be played through

the car stereo. In step 144, data is retrieved by the present invention from the MP3 player,

including track, time, title, and song information, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for

display by the car stereo. Thus, information produced by the MP3 player can be quickly and

conveniently viewed by a driver by merely viewing the display of the car stereo. After steps

140, 142, and 144 have been executed, control passes to step 146.

In steps 146, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the car stereo for

MP3 operational commands. Examples of such commands include track forward, track reverse,

play, stop, fast forward, rewind, track program, random track play, and other similar commands.

In step 148, if a command is not detected, step 146 is re-invoked. Otherwise, if a command is

received, step 148 invokes step 150, wherein the received command is converted into a format

recognizable by the MP3 player connected to the present invention. For example, in this step, a

command issued from a HONDA car radio is converted into a format recognizable by an MP3
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player manufactured by PANASONIC, Inc. Any conceivable command from any type of car

radio can be formatted for use by an MP3 player of any type or manufacture. Once the

command has been formatted, step 152 is invoked, wherein the formatted command is

transmitted to the MP3 player and executed. Step 140 is then re—invoked, so that additional

processing can occur.

FIG. 4c is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 160, for

integrating a satellite receiver or a DAB receiver with an existing car stereo system. Beginning

in step 162, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a

negative determination is made, step 164 is invoked, wherein the present invention enters a

standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made,

step 166 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in

CD player mode. If a negative determination is made, step 166 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 166, a satellite/DAB receiver handling process,

indicated as block 168, is invoked, allowing the satellite/DAB receiver to exchange data and

audio signals with any existing car stereo system. Beginning in step 170, the CD player presence

signal, described earlier, is generated by the present invention and continuously transmitted to

the car stereo. The signai need not be Eimited to a CD player device presence si mi but rather

could be an tygae of device presence sgaljcag. MP3 pla er device presence signal, satellite

receiverpresence signal video device presence signal, cellular telephone pijesence signal_L0r any

other type of device presence sgal}. If the car radio is an OEM car radio, the CD player

presence signal need not be generated. In step 172, the audio channels of the satellite/DAB
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receiver are connected (channeled) to the car stereo system, allowing audio from the satellite

receiver or DAB receiver to be played through the car stereo. In step 174, data is retrieved by

the present invention fiom the satellite/DAB receiver, including channel number, channel name,

artist name, song time, and song title, formatted, and transmitted to the car stereo for display by

the car stereo. The information could be presented in one or more menus, or via a graphical

interface viewable and manipulable by the user at the car stereo. Thus, information produced by

the receiver can be quickly and conveniently viewed by a driver by merely viewing the display

ofthe car stereo. After steps 170, 172, and 174 have been executed, control passes to step 176.

In steps 176, the present invention monitors the control panel buttons of the car stereo for

satellite/DAB receiver operational commands. Examples of such commands include station up,

station down, station memory program, and other similar commands. In step 178, if a Command

is not detected, step 176 is re-invoked. Otherwise, if a command is received, step 178 invokes

step 180, wherein the received command is converted into a format recognizable by the

satellite/DAB receiver connected to the present invention. For example, in this step, a command

issued from a FORD car radio is converted into a format recognizable by a satellite receiver

manufactured by PIONEER, Inc. Any conceivable command from any type of car radio can be

formatted for use by a satellite/DAB receiver of any type or manufacture. Once the command

has been formatted, step 182 is invoked, wherein the formatted command is transmitted to the

satellite/DAB receiver and executed. Step 170 is then re-invoked, so that additional processing

can OCCUI.
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FIG. 4d is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 190, for

integrating a plurality of auxiliary input sources with a car radio. Beginning in step 192, a

determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a negative

determination is made, step 194 is invoked, wherein the present invention enters a standby mode

and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made, step 196 is

invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in CD player

mode. If a negative determination is made, step 196 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 196, an auxiliary input handling process,

indicated as block 198, is invoked, allowing one or more auxiliary inputs to be connected

(channeled) to the car stereo. Further, if a plurality of auxiliary inputs exist, the logic of block

198 allows a user to select a desired input from the plurality of inputs. Beginning in step 200,

the CD player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present invention and

continuously transmitted to the car stereo. The ggnal need not be limited to a CD pla er deviee

presence si nal but rather could be any type of device presence si nal (eg. l\/lP3,pla er device

presence signal satellite reeeiver presence signal video device presence signal cellular

telephone presence signal or an other type of device presence sigali If the car radio is an

OEM car radio, the CD player presence signal need not be generated. Then, in step 202, the

control panel buttons of the car stereo are monitored.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each of the one or more auxiliary

input sources are selectable by selecting a CD disc number on the control panel of the car radio.

Thus, in step 204, a determination is made as to whether the first disc number has been selected.
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If a positive determination is made, step 206 is invoked, wherein the first auxiliary input source

is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative determination is made, step 208 is

invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the second disc number has been

selected. If a positive determination is made, step 210 is invoked, wherein the second auxiliary

input source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative determination is made, step

212 is invoked, wherein a third determination is made as to whether the third disc number has

been selected. If a positive determination is made, step 214 is invoked, wherein the third

auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative determination is

made, step 216 is invoked, wherein a fourth determination is made as to whether the fourth disc

number has been selected. If a positive determination is made, step 218 is invoked, wherein the

fourth auxiliary input source is connected (channeled) to the car stereo. If a negative

determination is made, step 200 is re-invoked, and the process disclosed for block 198 repeated.

Further, if any of steps 206, 210, 214, or 218 are executed, then step 200 is re—invoked and block

198 repeated.

The process disclosed in block 198 allows a user to select from one of four auxiliary

input sources using the control buttons of the car stereo. Of course, the number of auxiliary

input sources connectable with and selectable by the present invention can be expanded to any

desired number. Thus, for example, 6 auxiliary input sources could be provided and switched

using corresponding selection key(s) or keystroke(s) on the control panel of the radio. Moreover,

any desired keystroke, selection sequence, or button(s) on the control panel of the radio, or

elsewhere, can be utilized to select from the auxiliary input sources without departing from the

spirit or scope of the present invention.
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FIG. 4e is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 220, for

integrating a CD player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car radio. Beginning in

step 222, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a

negative determination is made, step 224 is invoked, wherein the present invention enters a

standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made,

step 226 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in

CD player mode. If a negative determination is made, step 226 is re-invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 226, then step 228 is invoked, wherein the CD

player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present invention and continuously

transmitted to the car stereo. The signal need not be limited to a CD pla er device presence

signal, but rather could be an type of device presence si nal (6.2. MP3 pla er device presence

signal satellite receiver presence simal video device presence signal cellular telephone

presence si rial or an other type of device presence si rial), Then, in step 230, a determination

is made as to whether a CD player is present (i.e., whether an external CD player or changer is

connected to the  inulti:nedia device integration system of the present

invention). If a positive determination is made, steps 231 and 232 are invoked. In step 231, the

logic of block 108 of FIG. 4a (the CD handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so that

the CD player/changer can be integrated with the car stereo and utilized by a user. In step 232, a

sensing mode is initiated, wherein the present invention monitors for a selection sequence (as

will be discussed in greater detail) initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo for

switching from the external CD player/changer to one or more auxiliary input sources. Step 234
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is then invoked, wherein a determination is made as to whether such a sequence has been

initiated. If a negative determination is made, step 234 re-invokes step 228, so that further

processing can occur. Otherwise, if a positive determination is made (i.e., the user desires to

switch from the external CD player/changer to one of the auxiliary input sources), step 236 is

invoked, wherein the audio channels of the CD player/changer are disconnected from the car

stereo. Then, step 238 is invoked, wherein the logic ofblock 198 ofFIG. 4d (the auxiliary input

handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user to select from one of the

auxiliary input sources. In the event that a negative determination is made in step 230 (no

external CD player/changer is connected to the present invention), then step 238 is invoked, and

the system goes into auxiliary mode. The user can then select from one or more auxiliary input

sources using the controls of the radio.

FIG. 4f is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 240, for

integrating a satellite receiver or DAB receiver and one or more auxiliary input sources with a

car radio. Beginning in step 242, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is

powered on. If a negative determination is made, step 244 is invoked, wherein the present

invention enters a standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive

determination is made, step 246 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to

whether the car stereo is in CD player mode. If a negative determination is made, step 246 is re-

invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 246, then step 248 is invoked, wherein the CD

player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present invention and continuously
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transmitted to the car stereo. The si nal need not be limited to a CD pla er device presence

sgraai but rather could be any type of device presence signal €.)C{. MP3_pla er device presence

sigrtal satellite receiver presence si nal video device presence signal cellular telephone

pjesence sigpal or any other type oildcvice presence sgnal . Then, in step 250, a determination

is made as to whether a satellite receiver or DAB receiver is present (i.e., whether an external

satellite receiver or DAB receiver is connected to the  rnulti1iicdia device

integration system of the present invention). If a positive determination is made, steps 231 and

232 are invoked. In step 251, the logic of block 168 of FIG. 4c (the satellite/DAB receiver

handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so that the satellite receiver can be integrated

with the car stereo and utilized by a user. In step 252, a sensing mode is initiated, wherein the

present invention monitors for a selection sequence (as will be discussed in greater detail)

initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo for switching from the external satellite

receiver to one or more auxiliary input sources. Step 254 is then invoked, wherein a

determination is made as to whether such a sequence has been initiated. If a negative

determination is made, step 254 re-invokes step 258, so that further processing can occur.

Otherwise, if a positive determination is made (i.e., the user desires to switch from the external

satellite/DAB receiver to one of the auxiliary input sources), step 256 is invoked, wherein the

audio channels of the satellite receiver are disconnected from the car stereo. Then, step 258 is

invoked, wherein the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process),

discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user to select from one of the auxiliary input sources.

In the event that a negative determination is made in step 250 (no external satellite/DAB receiver

is connected to the present invention), then step 258 is invoked, and the system goes into
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auxiliary mode. The user can then select from one or more auxiliary input sources using the

controls of the radio.

FIG. 4g is a flowchart showing processing logic according to the present invention for

integrating an MP3 player and one or more auxiliary input sources with a car stereo. Beginning

in step 262, a determination is made as to whether the existing car stereo is powered on. If a

negative determination is made, step 264 is invoked, wherein the present invention enters a

standby mode and waits for the car stereo to be powered on. If a positive determination is made,

step 266 is invoked, wherein a second determination is made as to whether the car stereo is in

CD player mode. If a negative determination is made, step 266 is re—invoked.

If a positive determination is made in step 266, then step 268 is invoked, wherein the CD

player presence signal, described earlier, is generated by the present invention and continuously

transmitted to the car stereo. The signal need not be limited to a CD pla er device presence

signal but rather could be an type of device presence signal (6.23. MP3 pla er device presence

sfial satellite receiver presence signal video device“presence sggnai, cellular telephone

presence sfial or ag other type of device rgesence si Inal). Then, in step 270, a determination

is made as to whether an MP3 player is present (i.e., whether an external MP3 player is

connected to the  multimedia device integration system of the present

invention). If a positive determination is made, steps 271 and 272 are invoked. In step 271, the

logic of block 138 of FIG. 4b (the MP3 handling process), described earlier, is invoked, so that

the CD player/changer can be integrated with the car stereo and utilized by a user. In step 272, a

sensing mode is initiated, wherein the present invention monitors for a selection sequence (as
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will be discussed in greater detail) initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo for

switching from the external CD player/changer to one or more auxiliary input sources. Step 274

is then invoked, wherein a determination is made as to whether such a sequence has been

initiated. If a negative determination is made, step 274 re—invol<es step 278, so that further

processing can occur. Otherwise, if a positive determination is made (i.e., the user desires to

switch from the external MP3 player to one of the auxiliary input sources), step 276 is invoked,

wherein the audio channels of the MP3 player are disconnected from the car stereo. Then, step

278 is invoked, wherein the logic ofblock 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process),

discussed earlier, is executed, allowing the user to select from one of the auxiliary input sources.

In the event that a negative determination is made in step 270 (no external MP3 player is

connected to the present invention), then step 278 is invoked, and the system goes into auxiliary

mode. The user can then select from one or more auxiliary input sources using the controls of

the radio.

As mentioned previously, to enable integration, the present invention contains logic for

converting command signals issued from an after-market or OEM car stereo into a format

compatible with one or more external audio devices connected to the present invention. Such

logic can be applied to convert any car stereo signal for use with any external device. For

purposes of illustration, a sample code portion is shown in Table 1, below, for converting control

signals from a BMW car stereo into a format understandable by a CD changer:

Table 1
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; Radio requests changer to STOP (exit PLAY mode)
; Decoding 6805l83801004C messageI

Encode_RD_stop_msg:

movlw OX68

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x05

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+1,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x18

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+2,W
skpz
return

movlw 0x38

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+3,W
skpz
return

movlw OXO1

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+4,W
skpz
return

tstf BMW_Recv_buff+5
skpz
return

movlw OX4C

xorwf BMW_Recv_buff+6,W
skpz
return

bsf BMW_Recv_STOP_msgreturn

The code portion shown in Table 1 receives a STOP command issued by a BMW stereo,

in a format proprietary to BMW stereos. Preferably, the received command is stored in a first

buffer, such as BMW_Recv_buf£ The procedure “Encode_RD_stop_msg” repetitively applies
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an XOR function to the STOP command, resulting in a new command that is in a format

compatible with the after-market CD player. The command is then stored in an output buffer for

dispatching to the CD player.

Additionally, the present invention contains logic for retrieving information from an

after—marl<et audio device, and converting same into a format compatible with the car stereo for

display thereby. Such logic can be applied to convert any data from the external device for

display on the car stereo. For purposes of illustration, a sample code portion is shown in Table

2, below, for converting data from a CD changer into a format understandable by a BMW car

St€l‘€OZ
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Thble2

; Changer replies with STOP confirmation
; Encoding 18OA68390002003FOOOlO27D message

Load_CD_stop
movlw
movwf

movlw
movwf

movlw
movwf

movlw
movwf

movlw
movwf

movlw
movwf

clrf

movfw
movwf

clrf

movfw
movwf

movfw
movwf

Xorwf
xorwf
xorwf
xorwf
xorwf
xorwf
Xorwf
xorwf
Xorwf
xorwf

movwf
movlw
movwf
bsf
return

_msg:
0x18

B W_Send_buff

OXOA

B W_Send_buff+1

OX68

B W_Send_buff+2

OX39

B W_Send_buff+3

OXOO

B W_Send_buff+4

0x02

B W_Send_buff+5

B W_Send_buff+6———

DU
w_MM_stat
W_Send_buff+7

DU

B W_Send_buff+8——w

D3
w_DD_stat
W_Send_buff+9

CU

U3
W_TT_stat
W_Send_buff+1O

DU

W_Send_buff+9,W
W_Send_buff+8,W
W_Send_buff+7,W
W_Send_buff+6,W
W_Send_buff+5,W
W_Send_buff+4,W
W_Send_buff+3,W
W_Send_buff+2,W
W_Send_buff+1,W
W_Send_buff,W

DJUJUJUJUJUJUYDUEIYUJ
W_Send_buff+1l12‘

W_Send_cnt
W_Send_on

UJEIJUUJ

;current status_XX=OO, power off

;current status_YY=O2, power off

iseparate field, always =0

;current status_MM , magazine config

;separate field, always =0

;current status_DD , current disc

;current status_TT , current track

;calculate check sum

;store check sum

;12 bytes total

;ready to send
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The code portion shown in Table 2 receives a STOP confirmation message fiom the CD

player, in a format proprietary to the CD player. Preferably, the received command is stored in a

first buffer, such as BMW_Send_buff. The procedure “Load_CD_stop_msg” retrieves status

information, magazine information, current disc, and current track information from the CD

changer, and constructs a response containing this information. Then, a checksum is calculated

and stored in another buffer. The response and checksum are in a format compatible with the

BMW stereo, and are ready for dispatching to the car stereo.

The present invention also includes logic for convertin si rnals from an OEM car stereo

s stem for use with a di ital media device such as an MP3 MP4 or Apple iPod nla er. Shown

beiow are code samples for allowing commands and data to be exchan ed between a Ford car

stereo and an Apple iPod device:

Table 3

//decoding Ford “play” command :41-CO~80~CA—01+

if ( ACP rx ready :: ON ) {
AC? IX ready = OFF;
AC? rx taddr = ACE rx buffl
ACE IX saddr : ACP rx buffl
AC? IX data. : ACP rx buffl
AC? IX data2 : ACP rx buffl
AC? rx data3 : ACP rx buff[5

>
d

if ( (AC? IX sadd: =: 0x80
switch ( ACE rx ta dz ) {

case OXCO:

   

if ( ACP XX datal := OXCA} {
if ( AC? IX data2 == OXO1 ) {

fiags.ACP pla req = 1;
l
break;

l
break,
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in the code_p_9rtion shown in Table 3, a “Pia ” command selected b a user at the

controls of a Ford OEM car stereo is received and portions of the conirnand are stored in one or

more buffer arra s. Then as shown below in Table 4 the decodedportions of the command

stored in the one or more buffer arrays are used to construct a “Pia /Pause” command in a format

compatible with the Apple iPod device and the command is sent to the A ple iPod for execution

thereby:

Table 4

4 " Formatted: Justified

77 s(;;;;,;“t";";_¢;”j_,;E_;";""',1‘_)"'E°“B”;;<;'““'*““““"“:]

// encoding iP0d ”“p_.1_.ay/pause" command OXFE“ 0x55 0x03 0x02 0x00 OX0]. OXFA

if ( iPod play req :1 ON sf)

iPod play reg ~ OFF,
iPod tx datalO] = 0x55,
iPod tx datail] = 0x03,
iPod tx data[2] : 0x02,
iPod tx data[3] = 0x00;
iPod Cx data[4] = OXO1;
iPod Cx counter : 5;

iPod Cx rea X = ON;
l

While the abeeeecode portions aeewshown in Tables kg ggusingeai*e irnplernented using

assembler language, and the code aerfions shown in Tables

EEQEETQ: Font:_Boh:l ‘W. """"""WW

““LFormatbe Font: Bold

prograrnrning language, it is to be expressly understood that any low or high level language

known in the an "could be utilized Without departing from the spirit or scope

of the invention. It will be appreciated that various other code portions can be developed for

converting signals from any after-market or OEM car stereo for use by an after—inarl<et external

audio device, and vice versa.
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FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 300 for allowing a

user to switch between an after-market audio device, and one or more auxiliary input sources.

As was discussed earlier, the present invention allows a user to switch from one or more

connected audio devices, such as an external CD player/changer, MP3 player, satellite receiver,

DAB receiver, or the like, and activate one or more auxiliary input sources. A selection

sequence, initiated by the user at the control panel of the car stereo, allows such switching.

Beginning in step 302, the buttons of the control panel are monitored. In step 304, a

determination is made as to whether a “Track Up” button or sequence has been initiated by the

user. The “Track Up” button or sequence can for a CD player, MP3 player, or any other device.

If a negative determination is made, step 306 is invoked, wherein the sensed button or sequence

is processed in accordance with the present invention and dispatched to the external audio device

for execution. Then, step 302 is re-invoked, so that additional buttons or sequences can be

monitored.

In the event that a positive determination is made in step 304, step 308 is invoked,

wherein the present invention waits for a predetermined period of time while monitoring the

control panel buttons for additional buttons or sequences. In a preferred embodiment of the

present invention, the predetermined period of time is 750 milliseconds, but of course, other time

durations are considered within the spirit and scope of the present invention. In step 310, a

determination is made as to whether the user has initiated a “Track Down” button or sequence at

the control panel of the car stereo within the predetermined time period. The 

org sequences can be used for a CD player, MP3 player, or any other device. If a negative

determination is made, step 312 is invoked. In step 312, a determination is made as to whether a
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timeout has occurred (e.g., whether the predetermined period of time has expired). If a negative

determination is made, step 308 is re—invoked. Otherwise, is a positive determination is made,

step 312 invokes step 306, so that any buttons or key sequences initiated by the user that are not

a “Track Down” command are processed in accordance with the present invention and

dispatched to the audio device for execution.

In the event that a positive determination is made in step 310 (a “Track Down” button or

sequence has been initiated within the predetermined time period), then step 314 is invoked. In

step 314, the audio channels of the audio device are disconnected, and then step 316 is invoked.

In step 316, the logic of block 198 of FIG. 4d (the auxiliary input handling process), discussed

earlier, is invoked, so that the user can select from one of the auxiliary input sources in

accordance with the present invention. Thus, at this point in time, the system has switched,

under user control, from the audio device to a desired auxiliary input. Although the foregoing

description of the process 300 has been described with reference to “Track Up” and “Track

Down” buttons or commands initiated by the user, it is to be expressly understood that any

desired key sequence, keystroke, button depress, or any other action, can be sensed in accordance

with the present invention and utilized for switching modes.

When operating in auxiliary mode, the present invention provides an indication on the

display of the car stereo corresponding to such mode. For example, the CD number could be

displayed as “I”, and the track number displayed as “99,” thus indicating to the user that the

system is operating in auxiliary mode and that audio and data is being supplied from an auxiliary
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input source. Of course, any other indication could be generated and displayed on the display of

the car stereo, such as a graphical display (e.g., an icon) or textual prompt.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing processing logic, indicated generally at 320, for

determining and handling various device types connected to the auxiliary input ports of the

invention. The present invention can sense device types connected to the auxiliary input ports,

and can integrate same with the car stereo using the procedures discussed earlier. Beginning in

step 322, the control panel buttons of the car stereo are monitored for a button or sequence

initiated by the user corresponding to an auxiliary input selection (such as the disc number

method discussed earlier with reference to FIG. 4d). In response to an auxiliary input selection,

step 324 is invoked, wherein the type of device connected to the selected auxiliary input is

sensed by the present invention. Then, step 326 is invoked.

In step 326, a determination is made as to whether the device connected to the auxiliary

input is a CD player/changer. If a positive determination is made, step 328 is invoked, wherein

the logic of block 108 of FIG. 4a (the CD handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, and

the CD player is integrated with the car stereo. If a negative determination is made in step 326,

then step 330 is invoked. In step 330, a determination is made as to whether the device

connected to the auxiliary input is an MP3 player. If a positive determination is made, step 334

is invoked, wherein the logic of block 138 if FIG. 4b (the MP3 handling process), discussed

earlier, is executed, and the MP3 player is integrated with the car stereo. If a negative

determination is made in step 330, then step 336 is invoked. In step 336, a determination is

made as to whether the device connected to the auxiliary input is a satellite receiver or a DAB
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receiver. If a positive determination is made, step 338 is invoked, wherein the logic ofblock 168

of FIG. 4c (the satellite/DAB receiver handling process), discussed earlier, is executed, and the

satellite receiver is integrated with the car stereo. If a negative determination is made in step

336, step 322 is re—invoked, so that additional auxiliary input selections can be monitored and

processed accordingly. Of course, process 320 can be expanded to allow other types of devices

connected to the auxiliary inputs of the present invention to be integrated with the car stereo.

The present invention can be expanded for allowing video information generated by an

external device to be integrated with the display of an existing OEM or after-market car stereo.

In such a mode, the invention accepts RGB {red/green/blue} input signals from the external

device, and converts same to composite signals. The composite signals are then forwarded to the

car stereo for display thereby, such as on an LCD panel of the stereo. Additionally, the present

invention can accept cogigosite igput signals from an external device, and convert same to RGB

siggals for display on the car stereo. Further, information from the external device can be

formatted and presented to the user in one or more graphical user interfaces or menus capable of

being viewed and manipulated on the car stereo.

FIG. 7a is a perspective view of a docking station 400 according to the present invention

for retaining an audio device within a car. Importantly, the present invention can be adapted to

allow portable audio devices to be integrated with an existing car stereo. The docking station

400 allows such portable devices to be conveniently docked and integrated with the car stereo.

The docking station 400 includes a top portion 402 hingedly connected at a rear portion 408 to a

bottom portion 404, preferably in a clam-like configuration. A portable audio device 410, such
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as the SKYFI radio distributed by DELPHI, Inc., is physically and electrically connected with

the docking portion 412, and contained within the station 100. A clasp 406 can be provided for

holding the top and bottom portions in a closed position to retain the device 410. Optionally, a

video device could also be docked using the docking station 400, and tabs 413 can be provided

for holding the docking station 400 in place against a portion of a car. Conceivably, the docking

station 400 could take any form, such as a sleeve—like device for receiving and retaining a

portable audio device and having a docking portion for electrically and mechanically mating

with the audio device.

FIG. 7b is an end View showing the rear portion 408 of the docking station 400 of FIG.

7a. A hinge 414 connects the top portion and the bottom portions of the docking station 400. A

data port 416 is provided for interfacing with the audio device docked within the station 400, and

is in electrical communication therewith. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

data port 416 is an RS-232 serial or USB data port that allows for the transmission of data with

the audio device, and which connects with the  multimedia device

integration system of the present invention for integrating the audio device with an OEM or

atter-market car stereo. Any known bus technology can be utilized to interface with any portable

audio or video device contained within the docking station 400, such as FIREWIRE, D2B,

MOST, CAN, USB/USB2, IE Bus, T Bus, I Bus, or any other bus technology known in the art.

it should be noted that the present invention can be op_e_rated without a docking station tie. a

portable audio or video device can be plugged directl into the present invention for integration

with a car stereo or video s stem.
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FIGS. 83-81) are perspective views of another embodiment of the docking station of the

‘ present invention, indicated generally at 500, which includes the auéiemrnultirnedia device
integration system of the present invention, indicated generally at 540, incorporated therewith.

As shown in FIG. 8a, the docking station 500 includes a base portion 530, a bottom member 515

interconnected with the base portion 530 at an edge thereof, and a top member 510 hingedly

interconnected at an edge to the base portion 530. The top member 510 and the bottom member

515 define a cavity for docking and storing a portable audio device 520, which could be a

portable CD player, MP3 player, satellite (e.g., XM, SIRIUS, or other type) tuner, or any other

portable audio device. The docking station 500 would be configured to accommodate a specific

device, such as an IPOD fiom Apple Computer, Inc., or any other portable device.

The audiewmttltimedia device integration system 540, in the form of a circuit board, is

housed within the base portion 530 and performs the integration functions discussed herein for

integrating the portable an-d%e—device 520 with an existing car stereo or car video system. The

integration system 540 is in communication with the portable audiedevice 520 via a connector

550, which is connected to a port on the aueliewdevice 520, and a cable 555 interconnected

between the connector 550 and the integration system 540. The connector 550 could be any

suitable connector and can vary according to the device type. For example, a MOLEX, USB, or

any other connector could be used, depending on the portable device. The integration system

540 is electrically connected with a car stereo or car video system by cable 560. Alternatively,

the integration system could wirelessly communicate with the car stereo or car video systein. A

transmitter could be used at the integration system to communicate with a receiver at the car
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stereo or car video system. Where automobiles include Bluetooth systems, such systems can be

used to communicate with the integration system. As can be readily appreciated, the docking

station 500 provides a convenient device for docking, storing, and integrating a portable audio

device for use with a car stereo. Further, the docking station 500 could be positioned at any

desired location within a vehicle, including, but not limited to, the vehicle trunk.

As shown in FIG. 8b, the top member 510 can be opened in the general direction

indicated by arrow A to allow for access to the portable audio device 520. In this fashion, the

device 520 can be quickly accessed for any desired purpose, such as for inserting and removing

the device 520 from the docking station 500, as well as for providing access to the controls of the

device 520.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the components of the docking station of FIGS. 8a-

8b. The docking station 500 houses both a portable audio or video device 520 and anwauéie

multimedia device integration system (or interface) 540. The shape and configuration of the

docking station 500 can be varied as desired without departing from the spirit or scope of the

present invention.

The integration system of the present invention provides for control of a portable audio_or

video device, or other device, through the controls of the car stereo or video system system. As

such, controls on the steering wheel, where present, may also be used to control the portable

audio device or other device. Further in all embodiments of the present invention
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cornrnunieation between the after—marl<et device and a car stereo or video s stern can be

accqrnplished using known wireless technologies such as Bluetooth.

FIG. 10 is a block dia tram shovvigig an alternate ernbodirnent of the multimedia device

integration s stem of the present invention indicated renerally at 600,_wherein the interface 630

is incor;norated within a car stereo or car video s stern 610. The interface 630 is in electrical

connrnunication with the control gganel buttons 620 displa 615 and associated control circuitr

625 of the car stereo or video system 610. The interface 630 could be manufactured on a

segratejarinted circuit board nositioned within the stereo or videoMs;/stem 610 or on one or

more existing circuit boards of the stereo or video 3 stern 610. An after~rnarl<et device 635 can

be out into electrical communication with the interface 630 via a port or connection on the car

stereo or video system 611) and integrated for use with the car stereo or video s stern 610.

The device 635 can be controlled using the eontrolpanel buttons 620 of the car stereo or

video s stern 610 and information from the device 635 is formatted b the interface 630 and

disgla ed in the disgla 615 of the car stereo or video svstern 610. Additionailylweontrol

coinrnands enerated at the car stereo or car video device 610 are converted by the interface 630

into a format (' rotocol) compatible with the rnultiniedia device 635 and are dispatched thereto

for execution. A pluralitv of rnultirnedia devices could be intqgrated usmg the interface 630 as

Well as one or more auxiliar i_n_put sources 640. The aftcmnarkct device 635 could corngrise

an audio video or telecornniunications device including but not limited toéa CD Qlayer CD

chan er, digital niediayla or {e. >. MP3 player, MP4 pla er Wl\/Wfipla er: Aggie iPogg_or any

other plegieigg satellite radio ('6. 2'. XM Sirius, Delphi. etc.) video device (e. I. DVD p_la er
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cellular telephone, or an other type of device or combinations thereof. Additional}; one or

more interfaces could be connected to the interface 630 “daisy~chained” to allow multiple

products to be integrated. The device 600 could include one or more of the circuits disclosed in

FIGS. 3a—3d and modified dependin X upon the type of the after-market device 635.

BC. 11 is a diavram showing an alternate embodiment of the present invention,

indicated_generally at 645 wherein a cellular telephone 670 is inter rated for use with a car

stereo. The telephone 670 is in electrical comrnunieation with the interface 665 which receives

data from the ceilular telephone and formats same for disgayiggg on the display/_650 of the car

stereo or video system 660. Commands for controlling the telephone 670 can he entered using

the eontrolwpanel buttons 655 of the car stereo or video system 660. The commands are

processed b the interface 665 converted into a format {protocol compatible with the telephone

670 and transmitted to the telephone 670 for processin V thereb . Additionall audio from the

telephone 670 can be ehanneled to the car stereo or video system 666 via the interface 665 and

played throu h the speakers of the car stereo or video s stern 660. For example, if the telephone

671} is provided with the ability to download songs or music such songs or music can be selected

usin the car stereo or video system 669 and pla ed therethrou h usin I the interface 665. It

should be noted that control of the cellular telephone could be govided usinv one or more

di_spla s feet. LCD)_of a car videosystern. Moreover control of the cellular telephone 670 is

not limited to the use of buttons on the car stereo or video ststern 660 and indeed a software or

graphicall ~driven menu or interface can he used to control the cellular telephone. The device

645 could include one or more of the circuits disclosed in FIGS. 3a-3d and modified for use

with the cellular telep_l_1one 670.
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FIG. 12 is a diagrarn showing an alternate embodiment of the _1grjesent invention.

indicated generall at 675 wherein an after~rnarl<:et video device 695 is integrated for use with a

car video system 685. The atteronarket video device 695 could cog:np_rise a ortahle DVD

plavegdigital video (QV) camera. di ital camera or an other video device. The interface 690

receives output video signals from the device 695 and converts same for displa on one or more

disgia s 680 (ext. LCD seat—back disnlavs in a minivan etc.) of the car video s stem 685. The

interface 690 could convert between cognposite and red/Green/blue L§GIj) video sivnals and vice

versa. Commands issued by a user using the car video 5 stem 685 or dis§1av(s 680 for

controilinv the device 695 are received h the interface 690 converted into a format C()iltpaIibi€

with the device 695 and transmitted thereto for processing. The device 675 could include one or

more of the circuits disclosed in FEGS. 3a—3d and modified for use with the video device 695.

FIG. 13a is a block dia ram showin r an alternate embodiment of the multimedia device

inte rration s stem 710 of the gesent invention,__wherein configuratiorgugigers 720 and Qrotocol

conversion software biocks 724 are_;)_rovided for integrating aftenrnarket devices of various

types us_ing_a singie interface. The 'ur}gpei's 720 can be set to a pluralit of different settings,

each of which corresponds to an aftenniarket device of aspecific txgge {e.g. CD changer CD

piaver, digitai media_piayer sateliite radio video device celitilar teiechone etc.)_or fitom a

sgecitic manufacturer. Additionali the iugipers 720 can be used to_s_pecif one or more device

or manufacturer tvp_/es for the car stereo or video system 705. The settings of the configuration

jumpers 720 correspond to one or more protocoi conversion software blocks 724 stored in read»

onl mentor (ROM) 725 of the interface 710. Each of the software blocks 724 controls the
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interface circuitr 715 and contains instructions for convertin V data from the device 707 into a

format compatible with the car stereo or video svstein 705 and vice versa. For example a first

block could contain software for allowing communication between an Apple iPod and an in—dash

car stereo manufactured b;LSor_iy and a second block could contain software for allowing

communication between a DVDpla er and a car video system. An desired number of blocks

could be stored in the ROM 725 and can be selected as desired bv the user via confi uration

urnners 720. As suchga single interface 710 can be used for integgating numerous devices of

various tvpes and manufactures for use with one or more car stereo or video s stems. The device

710 could include one or more of the circuits shown in FIGS. 321-301 with modifications

depending upon the device types of the devices 705 and 707.

FIG. 13b is a block diagram showing an alternate embodiment of the multimedia device

inte ration s stem of the nresent invention wherein wiring harnesses 727 and 728 and Qrotocol

conversion software blocks 72‘) are nrovided tor inte rating multimedia devices of various types

using a sin le interface 726. In this embodiment the electrical configurations pinouts of each

of the harnesses 727 and 728 correspond to car stereo / video svstems and aiter—1narl<et devices

ofispecific types and made b s ecific manufacturersjag harness 727 could correspond to a

BMW car stereo and harness 728 could correspond to an ALPIN E satellite tuner}. The electrical

configurations §pinouts}_of the harnesses are utilized bv the interface 726 to retrieve a sgecitic

protocol conversion sofiare block 729 that allows communication between the devices. The

interface 726 could beggovided with a oluralit of Q1‘Of0COl conversion software blocks ere»

loaded into ROM in the interface and could be_provided with an desired harnesses. The
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interface 726 could include one or more of the circuits shown in FIGS. 3a-3d with modification

depending upon the device tvoes of the devices attached to the wiring harnesses 727 and 728.

FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing processin I 10 ic indicated_generaiiy at 733 of the

multimedia device integration svstetn of the Jgesent invention for inte ratinr afterurnarhet

devices of various tv es usin a singie interface. in ste;;735 the interface determines tvpes of

devices that are connected thereto inciuding the car stereo or video svstem and one or more

afteimmarket devices to be integrated therewith. This could be achieved 3:) the confi oration

jumper settimngs or the harness types connected to the interthce and discussed with respect to

FIGS. 13a and 13h. Then, in steg 740 aiyrotocoi conversion software hiock is selected from

blocks of conversion software gegr. from the blocks 725 and 729 shown in FiGS. 13a and 33%)).

in stc:p_'/45 instructions are converted using the selected conversion block to allow the car stereo

or video s stern to operate with the multimedia device.

F1G. 15 is a flowchart showing processing iogie, indicated generalist 750 of the

multimedia device integration system of the ggresent invention for aiiowing a user to specify one

or more aftemnarket device types for inte ration using a sin ie interface. In step__770 a user is

provided with one or more lists of devices to be integrated which are disp_ia ed on the disgia

760 of the car stereo or video device 755. Then in step 775 using the huttons 765 of the car

video device the user can specif the type of inultirnedia device to be integratedJ_e.g.. h

scroijing through the lists). Additionaii the device t oe conid he snecitied us_i_ng a graglgicai or

soitware menu displayed on the car stereo or car video s stem. in step_"/'80 a determination is

made as to whether a timeout has occurred (e.g., the user has not seiected a device tvpe within a
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predetermined neriod of time . if a nositive determination is made, step 785 OCCL}§~$J.‘VV§’I~€¥~€i~1,} a

gotocoi conversion software block is selected from rnemorv eorresoondin to the last device

type displa ed b the car stereo or video 5 stern. If a negative determination is made step_790 is

invoked wherein a determination is made as to whether the user has specified a device type. lfa

negative determination is made, step 775 is re~invoked so that the user can specfiy a device type.

if a nositive determination is made sten 795 is invoked, wherein a protocol conversion software

block is selected from memory correspondin to the device specified b the user. in step 863

the grotocol conversion software block is manned to a logical address in memor . Then in step

805 instructions to be exchanged between the car stereo or video svstem and the after~rnarl<et

device are converted using the software block to allow communication between the devices

usingcongpatible formats. Accordingly the logic of FIG. 15 allows a single interface havin

multiple igotoeol conversion software blocks to be used integrate a _pluraiitv of attenrnarltet

devices with a car stereo or video s stem.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing processing logic of the multimedia device integration

svstern of theWgresent invention, indicated_generall at 810 for allowing a user to Quickly

navigate throug_l_iMa list of songs on one or more after»rnarl<:et devices using the controls of a car

stereo or video s stem. This method allows a user to ouielgly select a song from a list of songs

available on an afE€1"«1‘flal'l{Ci device fogplaving on the car stereo or video s stem and could be

applied for use with an tygoe of al’ter~rnarl»;et device including but not limited to a digital media

Qlaver such as an MP3 Qiayer or Angle iPod Qlayer. Beginning in steg 8l2, a user is Ql’OVlClCCl

with a list of alghanumerie characters on a displa of the car stereo or video s stein. This list

could include the letters A through Z as well as the numbers 0 throu h 9. In step 814 the user
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can soeeif a desired afianumerie character, which can be specified b serollin V through the list

using one or more controls of the car stereo or video svstem and ressine a button once the

desired character has been hi?blighted or optionall if an alghanuinerie kevnad_( or touchscreen

interface) is QI’OVlCl€€l on the car stereo or video system, the user can directly enter the desired

alghanumerie character.

When the desired alphanumeric character has been specified in steQ_8l6 a remote

database is queried using the alphanumeric character. The remote database could comprise a list

of songs stored in one or more after—1narl<et devices inte >rated b the mesent invention for use

with the car stereo or video s stem. In step 818 a list ofipotentiall matching songs is retrieved

item the database andJgresented on the disgla of the ear stereo or video svstem fogperusal bv

the user. For example if the user specified the letter “A ” the list could include all songs in the

remote database havinr titles H_('or artists} hevinnin with the letter “A.” In step 820 a

determination is made as to whether a desired song appears in the list and is imrnediatelv

viewable by/!the usggwithout reguirinv the user to scroll throu Ih the iist. if a_p_ositive

determination is made step 822 is invoked wherein the desired song is selected hlthe user and

retrieved from the af’ter—rnarl<et device for playing on the car stereo or video :5 stein.

In the event that a negative determination is made in step 820,_ste 824 is invoked; ~ “ Formatted: Space Before: 12 pt

wherein the user can specif an additional alphanumeric eharacter using the car stereo or video

svstem. For example if the user initially specified the letter “A” and the desired son is not

visible in the list of songs without serollin 7, the user can refine the querjfioy addmg an additional

alphanumeric character. Thus for example the user can speeif the letters “AN” to search for
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songs i12iVi1_‘5g titles _(or artists) be inning with the letters “AN.” in step 826 the remote database

of the aftenmarket deviee is queried using the«specified letters. In step 828 a list of potential

matches is presented to the user at the car stereo or video s stem. in step 830 a determination is

made as to whether the desired song agpears in the list and is immediate} viewable without

requirin the user to scroll throu h the iist. if a positive determination is made steg 822 is

invoked wherein the user can select the desired song for retrieval from the after—rnarl<;et device

and nlagng on the ear stereo or video svstem. if a negative determination is made ste;_)_832 is

invoked wherein a determination is made as to whether a threshold number of alphanumeric

characters has been specified by the user. For example a maximum threshold of3 alphanumeric

characters could he sp_ecified or an other desired number. if a negative determination is made

stegs 824-832 are reuinvoked in the manner disclosed herein to allow the user toMspeeifig

additional alphanumeric characters for querflng the remote database. If a positive determination

is made {threshold met) then processing terminates and the user must scroll through the list of

retrieved songs or regeat the processing disclosed in FIG. 16 to begin a newguem

Having thus described the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the foregoing

description is not intended to limit the spirit and scope thereof.
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A multimedia device irlte ration s stern eomgrisihgz

a car stereo svstem‘ 

an after~ma.rl<et device external to the car Stereo 5 stem‘

an interface positioned within the car stereo s stem and connected between the car Stereo 5 stem
arid the after-market device for exchanging data and audio signals between the car stereo svstern
arid the afterqnarlret device‘ 

means for Qrocessina and dispatchin commands for Controlling the afiepmarlret device from the
car stereo S stem in a format com atible with the after»marl<et device; and

means for processing and <:lispl_aviha data from the after-market device on a disgglav of the car
stereo svstem in a format compatible with the car stereo s stem.

2 The agparatus of claim 1 wherein the after~rnarl<:et device eogggprises a CD pla er CD

changer digital media plaver Digital Audio Broadcast DAB) receiver, satellite receiver or a
cellular teleghone.

3. The agparatus of claim 2, wherein the digital media plaver comgrises an MP3 plaverj an
MP4 elaver WMV pla er or an Apple iPocl.

4. The agparatus of claim I further COII1QI'iSl{10‘ one or more auxiliary i_r3_put sources
connected to the interface.

5. A multimedia device integration system eomgrisirigz

3. C31” S§€f€O S ySl€iT},'

a cellular telephone external to the car stereo s stem’
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an interface connected between the car Stereo 8 Stein and the eeliuiar Y€iCQi10t1€ for
exchanging data and audio sivnais between the car stereo system and the eeiiuiar telephone‘

means for hrocessing and digpatchirig commands for eohttoiiing the eeiiuiar teiephone

from the ear stereo S stem in a format compatible with the eeiiuiar teieghone and

* " " Formatted: Justified, Indent: First line: 0.5",
Line spacing: Double

means for proeessirig and dispiagng data from the eeiiular ’tCi€DhOI1€3 on a disp_ia of the car
stereo system in a format eomhatihie with the car stereo svstem.

6. The apparatus of claim 5 further corragrisggg sorigs or music dowhioadahie through the
eeihiiar telephone.

* ‘ ' “ Formatted: Justified, Line spacing: Double

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the son s or music are QijtYEtbi€ through the car stereo
system using the interface.

8. A multimedia device integration s stem comprising: ‘ " "CEg|ffl§§_e_g_:_.1lJstifieg_ h

3 car video system;

a eeihilar telephone exterriai to the car video :9 stem;

an interface connected between the Car Video s stem and the eeiiuiar teieghohe for

exehahgitig data audio and video siggais between the car Video system and the ceiiuiar

teieghone;

means foggrocessitgg and diggatchihg commands for controlling the eeiiuiar telephone

from the ear video s stem in 21 format compatible with the eeiiular teieehohe‘ and
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means for Qroeessiit V and djstolavihg data from the eeihilar teteuhone on a displa of the

cat video svstem in a format eompatibie with the ear video system.

9. The apparatus ofciaim 8 further comprising songs or music downioadable through the

ceihilar teieghone.

10. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the son s or music are piavabie through the cat video

system using the interface.

* Fgznjffleflj JEstified,_£ie spacing: Do_uble J

Li. A multimedia device integration s stem comprising:

a car video system;

an afteninarket video device external to the car video svstem;

an interface connected between the car video system and the afi€i'~H1aX”k€tViCiCO device

for exchanging data audio and video signals between the car video 5 stem and the after~marl<;et
video device;

means for processing and dispatching commands for controiiin I the afterumarket video

device item the ear video s stem in a format eogggatible with the afienmarket video device” and

4 " " ‘ ;;:ri1_;tted: Justified,I:derE:“
I Line spacing: Double

means for precessin and dispia in data from the after~market video device on a dispia of the
car video 3 stem in a format compatihie with the car video s stem.

12. The apparatus of ciaim I 1 wherein the aiteiwmarket video device comgrises a DVD

giayeh

‘ " " L V 'tfflEE?§E‘?E5.1!§§fi‘i1:_H.E§.§PE€¥_E2E”9.‘3E9S..WJ

13. The agpataus ofeiaim 1 1 wherein the interface is positioned within the car video system.

14. A multimedia device mteggation svstem c0n_;p;ising:
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an interface in electrical cornrnunication with a car stereo 3 stern and an aftenmarket

device;

a oluralit of configuration inmpers in the interface for specifying a first device tyne

corresygonding to the car stereo s stem and a second device type corresponding to the after»
market device‘ and 

a pluralit o_f_protocol conversion software blocks stored in memory in the interface for

converting signals from the after~marl<et device into a first format compatible with the car stereo

system and for conx/ertinggsignals from the car stereo system into a second format compatible
with the after~marl<et device, wherein at least one of the orotoeoi conversion software blocks are

selected b the interface usinv settin s of the p_luralit of corifigurationgumpers.

l5. The system of claim l4, wherein the pluralit of protocol conversion software blocks

allow a plurality ofaftenmarlret devices to integrated with the car stereo s stern.

l6. The s stem of claim l4 wherein the plurality of corgfiguratiorijumpers are settable lo a
user.

l7. A multimedia device inte ration s stem comgrising: < ~~ Formatted: Justified

an interface in electrical communication with a car video system and an after~rnarl<et

device;

a oluralit of configuration ium ers in the interface for s;peeif3§ng a first device type

corresgondigg to the car video is stem and a second device type corresponding to the afier~

inarket device‘ and 

a nluralitv ofprotocol conversion software biocks stored in rnemor in the interface for

converting signals from the after~market device into a first format compatible with the car video
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system and for converting signals from the car video svstern into a second format compatible

with the aftemnarltet device. wherein at least one of the protocol conversion soitware blocks are

selected h the interface using settings of the pvluralit of confi urationjurnpers.

l8. The system of claim 17, wherein the plurality ofprotocol conversion software hloclts

allow a nluralitv ofafterurnarltet devices to integrated with the car video s stem.

19, The system ofclairn l7, wherein the pluralitv ofconfigurationiuggers are settable by a

LISCT.

‘ toCl‘§:!31a§§:3uStil@ifl€§§shéE_2992E____.3

QQW A multirnedia device integration 3. stein cornprisin >2

an interface in electrical cornrnunication with a car stereo svstern and an aftenrnarltet
device;

first and second wiring harnesses attached to the interface wherein the first wnming

harness includes a first electrical configuration corresponding to the car sterco_s1stern and the
second w_i_r_ing harness includes a second electrical configuration correspondin to the after»
market device‘ and 

a pluralit ofgrotocol conversion software blocks stored in merno§y_i_n the interface for

converting signals from the after~rnarl<:et device into a first format compatible with the car stereo
system and for eonverjting signals from the car stereo s stem into a second format corngatible

with the after~n1arl<et device wherein at least one of the protocol conversion soitware blocks are
selected is the interface ugg the first and second electrical C()£lfi§Zu1"€itiO13S of the first and

second wiring harnesses.

21, The s stern of claim 20 further comprising a glaralitv of wiring harnesses corresponding
to additional device tvpes and connectahie to the interface.

22. A rnaltimedia device integration s stern corn risin I: 4 it Lrormattedhhstified l
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an interface in electrical communication with a car video s stern and an after-market

device;

first and second wiring harnesses attached to the interface wherein the first wiring

harness includes a first electrical conti uration corresponding to the car video s stem and the

second wiring harness includes a second electrical configuration corresponding to the after»

market device‘ and 

a pluralitvof protocol conversion software hiocks stored in memory in the interface for

convertin signals from the after~mari<:et device into a first format cojppatihle with the ear video

system and for converting signais from the car video system into a second format compatible

with the afteranarltet device wherein at least one of the protocol conversion software blocks are

selected 19 the interface using the first and second electrical configurations of‘ the first and

second wiring harnesses.

23. The system otlclaina 22 further comprisi_ng a gluralit of wiring harnesses corresponding

to additional device tvges and connectable to the interface.

24. A method for integrating an afieiwmarket device for use with a car stereo_syste1n

corngrising:

interconnecting the car stereo s stern and the after-noaritet device with an interface‘

74
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determining a first device tvpe corresponding to the car stereo s stern and a second
device tvpe corresponding to the afienmarket device;

loading a protocol conversion software bioek from memor in the interthce usin the first

and second device types;

converting signals from the afteruinarket device into a first format copqpatibie with the car
stereo s stern using the protoeoi conversion sottware block‘

* E For;I:tE;d:3dstihiad,Indent: Firstfine: 0.5",Line spacing: Double

convertin sgnais from the car stereo s stern into a second format coippatihie with the after- K
market device usin t the protocoi conversion software block’ and

exchanging converted signals between the car stereo s stern and the aftenmarket device.  

“ L’ 'if2IE§§E9_ilE§§ifi§Ec_E§__§E§ET9£__‘39EEie i

25. The method of ciaim 24, wherein the step of determining the first and second device

tvpes comprises determiningjurnper settings of the interface wherein the jumper settings

correspond to the first and second device tvnes.

26. The method of ciaim 24 wherein the step ofdeterrninin the first and second device
jggpes comprises deterrninin electrical configurations ofwirin harnesses attached to the

interface wherein the eiectrieai configurations correspond to the first and second device types.

27. The method ofciairn 24 wherein the step ofdeterrninin the first and second device
types eornprises ailowipg the user to_spee§‘y a device type of the after-market device tisin I the
car stereo system.

. . . >1; . .  “

28. A method for integrating an after~rnari<et device for use with a car video system < it '1 Formatted: Justified

comprising:

interconnectin the car video s stern and the after-market device with an interface‘

determining a first device tvne cori'espondig3g to the car video s stem and a second device

type corresponding to the after»mari<et device;
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loading afigrotocoi conversion software block from mentor in the interface using the first

and second device tygesg

convertin X signals from the aftermnarket device into a first format co_n_1patih1e with the car

video 3 stem usin I the nrotocoi conversion software biock'

converting signals from the car video s stern into a second format compatible with the

attemnarket device using the rotocol conversion software hiocic and

exchanging converted signais between the car video 2; stem and the aftenmarket device.

29. The method ofciaim 28, wherein the step of determining the first and second device

types comprises determining iungger settings of the interface wherein the iuggper settin s

correspond to the first and second device twes.

30. The method of claim 28,_wherein the step of determining the first and second device

types comgrises determining eiectricai configurations of wiring harnesses attached to the

interface wherein the electricai confi urations correspond to the first and second device tvpes.
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31. The method ofciaim 28 wherein the step ofdeterminihg the first and second device

t goes comprises ailowing the user to sggcifv 3 device tvge of the after»mari<et device the

car video system.

32. A method for retrievin r a son from an after~market device from a car stereo s stem

comprisirigz

aliowmg a user te__s_pec;f_y an a1p_hamimeric character using eontrois of the car stereo

system;

guer gig a database of sohgs in the afterumarket device using the alphanumeric character;

di_s_pjaxg'1gg a list ofiyotentiaiiy matching songs in the aftemharket device on a dspjav of

the car stereo system; and

allowirgg the user to select a desired sogg from the list ofooteritiaflv matching series for

Qayjng the desired segg on the car stereo system.

33. The method of ciaim 32 further cogqprisigg aliowigg the user to specify one or more

additional ai hanumeric characters using the controls of the car stereo“system.
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34. The method of claim 33‘ further comprising cguervih 7 the remote database using the one

or more additional alghahurneric characters and d:'_s;:3§aVi§g a second list ofootentiail matching

sohvs on the displa ofthe car stereo s stem.

35. The method of claim 32 wherein the step of aiiowin the user to spegify the

aiphanumeric character comgrises providing the user with a hst of aljghanumeric characters on

the disgaia of the car stereo ahd allowing the user to select a desired character from the iist of

aighahumeric characters.
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ABSTRACT

An  mLiltimedia device integration system is provided. One or

more after-market audio or video devices, such as a CD player, CD changer, div,ital media device

gag. MP3 player, MP4 player, WMV playci“, Apple iPod or other device) satellite receiver {e.g.1

XM or Sirius receiver 3, DAB receiver, video device (e. 7. DVD pla erlgcellular telephone or the

lileean other device or combinations thereof, is integrated for use with an existing OEM or after-

market car stereo or video system, wherein control commands can be issued at the car stereoor

video system and  data fiom the a—udie—atter~marl<et device can be displayed on the @

stereo or video system. Control commands generated at the car stereo or video system are

received, processed, converted into a format recognizable by the aadie~ai”ter~marl<et device, and

dispatched to the aud-ie~after~marl<et device for execution. Information from the a-ad-io~after«

market device, ' 

preeessedr is converted into a format recognizable by the car stereo or video system, and

dispatched to the car stereo or video system for display thereon. One or more auxiliary input

sources can be integrated with the car stereo or video system, and selected bet=vveei=:~using the

controls of the car stereo or videosystem. 

 

A docking station

is provided for docking a portable audio or video device for integration with the car stereo_o;

video system.
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